Cr-ppra 700  300  300  700  300  500  300  700  700  300  500  700  500  700  700  700  500  300 1 ,000 500 700 700 1,000 300 500 700 500 700 1 ,000 500 500 300 300 700 300 300 300 700 700 700 300 300 1 ,000 1,000 1,000 La-ppra Tanacross Quadrangle/ Alaska.--continued   Sample  TX300MP  TX302MP  TX30AMP  TX305MP  TX306MP   TX308MP  TX309MP  TX310MP  TX31AMP  TX316MP  TX318MP  TX320MP  TX321NP  TX323MP TX326MP  TX328MP  TX329MP  TX330MP  TX332MP  TX333MP  TX334MP  TX337MP  TX3AOMP  TX342MP  TX343MP  TX3A7MP  TX349MP  TX350MP TX395MP  TX397MP  TX398MP  TX399MP  TX402MP  TX405MP  TX407MP  TX411MP  TX412MP   TX41 5MP  TX417MP  TX419MP  TX420MP  TX421MP  TX423MP  TX428MP  TX435MP  TX437MP  TX438MP  DTX438MP  TX439MP  TX444MP  TX445MP  TX447MP  TX448MP  TX450MP  TX451MP  TX454MP  TX463MP  TX464MP  TX468MP  TX470MP  TX472MP  TX474MP  TX476MP  TX478MP  TX480MP  TX481MP  TX483MP  TX484MP  TX486MP  TX487MP  TX490MP  TX491MP  TX492MP   63 Mn-ppm s >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 10,000 >10,000 10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 7,000 10,000 >10,000 >10,000 10,000 10,000 >10,000 >10,000 5,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 10,000 10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >10,000 Ba-ppm Be-ppn s 7,000 5,000 3,000 7,000 2,000 5,000 2,000 3,000 1,500 2,000 2,000 7,000 3,000 2,000 2,000 1,500 1,500 5,000 7,000 5,000 2,000 700 5,000 10,000 7,000 10,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 7,000 10,000 3,000 7,000 1,500 5,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 1,500 1,500 5,000 7,000 7,000 2,000 3,000 Sample  TX395MP  TX397MP  TX398MP  TX399MP  TX402MP  TX405MP  TX407MP  TX411MP  TX412MP  TX415MP  TX417MP  TX419MP  TX420MP  TX421MP  TX423MP  TX428MP  TX435MP  TX437MP  TX438MP  DTX438MP  TX439MP  TX444MP  TX445MP  TX447MP  TX448MP  TX450MP  TX451MP  TX454MP  TX463MP  TX464MP  TX468MP  TX47QMP  TX472MP  TX474MP  TX476MP  TX478MP  TX480HP  TX481MP  TX483MP  TX484MP  TX486MP  TX487MP  TX490MP  TX491MP 100  100  30  20  20  50  70  200  100  30  50  70  20  70  70  20  20  70  100  100  20  20  10  70  300  30  30  50  70  30  30  10  10  50  100  20  100  70  30  20  70  200  70  20  50 1/000 1/000 700 1/000 300 700 1/000 500 200 1/000 300 700 700 700 1/000 1/000 1/000 1/000 700 1/000 500 150 500 1/000 1/000 1/000 700 1/000 1/000 700 1/000 700 700 500 1/000 500 700 1/000 1/000 1/000 1/000 700 1/000 500 1/000 TX496MP  TX499MP  TX501MP  TX502MP  TX506MP  TX508MP  TX509MP  TX510MP  TX514MP  TX515MP  TX517MP  TX519MP  TX520MP  TX522MP  TX524MP  TX525MP  TX526MP  TX528MP  TX532MP  TX538MP  TX539MP  TX5A1MP  TX5A2MP  TX5A6MP  TX5A8MP  TX5A9MP  TX557MP  TX558MP  TX558MP  TX559MP  TX560MP  TX561MP  TX56AMP  TX565MP  TX568MP  TX570MP  TX572MP  TX573MP  TX57AMP  OTX57AMP  TX577MP  TX582MP  TX585MP  TX586MP  TX588MP   63  63  03  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63   29  25  26  27  21  20  16  18  16  21  21  18  21  23  21  14  15  2A  26  8  26  26  25  2A  21  20  25  22  22  28  23  26  2A  30  2A  24  25  21  22  22  16  16  13  15  17   5  55  30  32  5  40  15  58  23  50  30  0  35  15  5  30  25  15  0  11  25  38  15  30  30  45  45  40  40  5  55  30  20  11  0  0  5  11  5  5  21  21  57  52  0   142  142  142  142  142  142  142  142  142  142  142  142  142  142  141  142  141  141  141  142  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141   14  6  5  6  24  19  17  17  13  11  12  3  2  0  58  0  59  58  50  3  10  11  3  9  12  0  19  16  16  26  18  27  27  39  33  40  44  38  35  35  29  32  43  43  50   0  25  30  30  0  25  40  35  5  25  15  40  0  45  45  20  0  0  15  34  25  8  0  50  5  40  50  50  50  25  50  15  30  18  40  40  20  25  56  56  31  40  28  42  20 Fe-pct. 07  20  50  20  30  20  30  10  20  10  10  07  20  20  30  30  20  50  07  30  20  02  05  07  20  05  05  20  05  07  30  05  20  07  07  10  50  20  10  07  10  10  10  10  10 Mn ppm S >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10,000 >10,000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10/000 >10,000 >10/000 10/000 7/000 10/000 5/000 7/000 3/000 7/000 10/000 2/000 7/000 5,000 7/000 7/000 7,000 15/000 7/000 5/000 1/500 2,000 7/000 1/500 3/000 7,000 10/000 3,000 5/000 7/000 2,000 7/000 7/000 5/000 7/000 2/000 1/500 5/000 5/000 5/000 5/000 5/000 3/000 7/000 5/000 7,000 7/000 TX496MP  TX499MP  TX501MP  TX502HP  TX5U6MP  TX508MP  TX509MP  TX510MP  TX514MP  TX515MP  TX517MP  TX519MP  TX520MP  TX522MP  TX524MP  TX525MP  TX526MP  TX528MP  TX532MP  TX538MP  TX539MP  TX541MP  TX542MP  TX546MP  TX548MP  TX549MP  TX557MP  TX558MP  TX558MP  TX559MP   TX560MP  TX561MP  TX564MP  TX565MP  TX568MP  TX570MP  TX572MP  TX573MP  TX574HP  OTX574MP  TX577MP  TX582MP  TX585MP  TX586MP 20  70  300  50  50  30  100  30  50  10  10  N  30  70  50  50  30  200  5  50  30  10  N  30  50  30  N  20  10  20  20  10  30  10  10  10  150  30  20  20  10  50  20  70  20   500 1 ,000 1 ,000 1 ,500 1,000 1 ,000 1,000 700 1 ,000 700 700 500 700 700 1 ,000 1 ,000 1 ,000 1,000 300 700 1 ,000 300 500 1,000
Taole 2 Spectroyraphic Analyses of Samples of Winter Moose Pellets Collected in the
1 ,000 500 500 1 ,000 200 1 ,000 1 ,000 700 700 300 500 500 1 ,000 1 ,000 700 1 ,000 1 ,000 1 ,000 1 ,000 1 ,000 1 ,000 TXA96MP  TX499MP  TX501HP  TX502HP  TX506MP  TX508MP  TX509HP  TX510MP  TX51AMP  TX515MP  TX517MP  TX519MP  TX520MP  TX522MP  TX52AMP  TX525MP  TX526MP  TX528MP  TX532MP  TX538MP  TX539MP  TX5A1MP  TX5A2MP  TX5A6MP  TX5A8MP  TX5A9MP  TX557MP  TX558MP  TX558MP  TX559MP  TX560MP  TX561MP  TX56AMP  TX565MP  TX568MP  TX570MP  TX572MP  TX573MP  TX57AMP  OTX57AMP  TX577MP  TX582MP  TX585MP  TX586MP TX595MP  TX597MP  TX599MP  TX601MP  TX606MP  TX607MP  TX61AMP  TX616MP  TX619MP  TX621MP  TX622MP  TX623MP  TX625MP  TX626MP  TX628MP  TX629MP  TX630MP   l>o   TX631MP   O   63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63  63   17  15  14  12  6  7  11  11  11  10  8  8  6  7  4  4  1  3   13  35  28  38  59  45  53  47  10  51  39  32  37  23  45  56  20  28   141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141  141   16  15  4  9  7  9  37  34  30  28  33  36  33  25  25  33  28  22   58  0  5  24  38  18  28  59  0  45  29  46  20  15  3  10  30  11 Fe-pct. Ba-ppn s 2/000 7/000 2/000 10/000 5/000 10/000 5/000 7/000 3/000 7/000 3/000 7/000 3/000 3/000 5/000 5/000 5/000 2/000
Be-pp * Sample   TX595MP  TX597MP  TX599MP  TX601MP  TX606MP  TX607MP  TX614MP  TX616MP  TX619MP  TX621MP  TX622MP  TX623MP  TX625MP  TX626MP  TX628MP  TX629MP  TX630MP   r>0   TX631MP ro 
